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Programme 

Thursday, 5 November 2020  
 
09:30–09:50 Opening and Welcome 

GERD GRUPE (Vice Rector)  
NADINE SCHARFETTER & THOMAS WOZONIG 

09:50–10:50 Keynote I  
(Chair: Nadine Scharfetter) 

STEPHANIE SCHROEDTER: Music, Body and Corporeality – 
Concepts of a Musical Body between Embodiment and Enaction  

10:50–11:00 Break 

11:00–12:00 Session I: Body and Gesture in/as Music  
(Chair: Christa Brüstle) 

WINNIE HUANG: Sonic Silhouettes, Musical Movement: The 
Musical-Gestural Performer          

CATHERINE LAWS: Being a Player: Embodied Agency in Player 
Piano (Lecture Recital) 

12:00–13:00  Lunch break 

13:00–14:30  Session II: Dance  
(Chair: Eike Wittrock) 

RENATE BRÄUNINGER: Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker’s 
Choreographies to Steve Reich’s Music, the Re-creation of Musical 
Principles through Dance 

ANDREA GIOMI: Choreographing the Sonorous Body. A Taxonomy 
of Gesture-Sound Idioms in Digital Dance History 

PEI ANN YEOH | AMANDUS PAUL PANAN: Bridging Impairment 
and Disability with Music and Dance (Lecture Recital) 

14:30–15:00  Break 
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15:00–16:00  Session III: Musical Corporeality in a Political Context  
(Chair: Thomas Wozonig) 

ANDRÉ DOEHRING | KAI GINKEL: Volkstümlicher Schlager und 
Körper(teile): Zur Rolle populärer Musik und ihrem „bodily 
engagement“ in der politischen Kommunikation 

CHRISTOPHER KLAUKE: Volkskörper-Werden. Körperpolitische 
Dimensionen der gesanglich artikulierten Gemeinschaftsstimme 
im Nationalsozialismus 

16:00–16:15  Break 

16:15–17:15  Session IV: Corporeality and Technology  
(Chair: Marko Ciciliani) 

CÉCILE CHEVALIER: Techno-Muses and Corporeality in Musical and 
Social Instruments 

MATTIA MERLINI | STEFANO MARIA NICOLETTI: A Digital Touch: 
The “Body Issue” in Computational Creativity 
 

Friday, 6 November 2020 
 
09:30–10:30  Keynote II  

(Chair: Thomas Wozonig) 

STEFAN DREES: Embodied Experiences: Thoughts on the 
Interconnection of Body, Voice, and Theatricality  

10:30–10:45  Break 

10:45–12:15  Session V: Extreme Voice(s)  
(Chair: Jennifer Ronyak) 

ERIN MCHUGH: Elektra’s Voice: Psychoanalysis, Gender and 
Singing in the fin-de-siècle 

ATTILIO CANTORE: A Prodigious and Extreme Vocal Program to be 
Enjoyed with the Eyes: Cathy Berberian at the 30th International 
Festival of Contemporary Music 

BOJANA RADOVANOVIĆ: Voice and Body in Extreme Metal Music 

12:15–12:30  Break 
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12:30–13:30  Session VI: Pain and/as Artistry  
(Chair: Christina Lessiak) 

TALIEH ATTARZADEH: Leidende Körper, erleichterte Seelen. 
Laṭmiyeh, ein Gesangsgenre der arabischsprachigen Frauen 
Südirans 

GEOFFA FELLS: Embodied Connections (Lecture Recital) 

13:30–14:30  Lunch break 

14:30–15:30  Session VII: Luciano Berio  
(Chair: Christian Utz) 

MISTY CHOI: My Voice is My Absent Body: “Theater for the Ear” in 
Berio’s Un re in ascolto 

WERONIKA NOWAK: Corporeal Strategies in Luciano Berio’s Music 
Theatre 

15:30–15:45  Break 

15:45–16:45  Session VIII: Extension and Transformation of Musical Practices  
(Chair: Nadine Scharfetter) 

FLORIAN HENRI BESTHORN: Vom Scheitern des Mechanischen: 
Die Rehumanisierung in Jörg Widmanns Musik 

TOBIAS KNICKMANN: Auf Herz und Lunge prüfen ‒ der Atem des 
Orchesters in Chaya Czernowins Once I Blinked Nothing Was the 
Same 

16:45–17:15  Break 

17:15  Concert and Discussion  
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KEYNOTE 1 

STEPHANIE SCHROEDTER: MUSIC, BODY AND CORPOREALITY – CONCEPTS OF A MUSICAL BODY 

BETWEEN EMBODIMENT AND ENACTION 

The German term “Klangkörper” (body of sound), which refers to a “resonating 
body” of musical instruments or even larger music or vocal ensembles up to 
orchestras, points to a specific musical concept of body. On the one hand, it implies 
that musical instruments also have a body respectively that “sounding objects” can 
show bodily characteristics, too. On the other hand this term suggests that several 
people that sound largely in unison (in choirs for instance) can build up a single 
“body (of sound)”. 

Just like the term “body of sound” (“Klangkörper”) the concept of “body sounds” 
(“Körperklänge”) points to a close connection between bodies and sounds, 
especially to the possibility of creating sounds directly with (human) bodies, without 
the help of a (musical) instrument or digital sound generator. The “new music”, 
which developed since the 1950s, although going back to achievements of the 
historical avant-garde of the early 20th century, discovered body sounds as a new 
material of music to broaden its sound potential, and led to new techniques and 
practices to produce sounds. This tendency continues in contemporary 
performances including sound design. 

Hence, musical body concepts refer to conditions of their production, which open a 
specific sound potential in accordance with their materiality and mediality. 
Analogous to the common differentiation between the biological body (in German 
“Körper”) and the phenomenological, lived and feeled body (in German “Leib”), we 
have to differentiate between the (tangible/physical) material for the production of 
sounds and the therefrom resulting sound potential, which refers to a corporeality 
of music respectively sounds. This corporeality of music/sounds again is different 
from that of the lived/feeled bodies of the musicians and the audience, who 
participate in the performance via their embodiment and particularly their 
phenomenological enaction of music. Therefore, I propose to talk about a 
corporeality of music, but not of the musicians or audience – since for the last ones, 
concepts of embodiment and especially enaction are much more precisely 
developed. 

However, what are the consequences of distinguishing between body concepts 
respectively concepts of corporeality for a contemporary understanding of music? It 
seems to me that his question cannot be answered sufficiently, if the relationship 
between music and movement are not taken into consideration, which will be also a 
central part of my explanations. 
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STEPHANIE SCHROEDTER has been active in dance studies and musicology. She worked 
as a research assistant at the University of Salzburg’s Department of Musicology 
(with an emphasis on music theatre and dance research) while completing her PhD 
on changes in the art of dancing around 1700 (Salzburg 2001, awarded with the 
“Tanzwissenschaftspreis Nordrhein-Westfalen” Cologne 2001, published Würzburg 
2004). Afterwards she became a research fellow at the University of Bayreuth’s 
Department for Music Theatre Research. Fellowships from the DAAD (“Maison des 
sciences de l’homme” programme) and the Deutsches Historisches Institut Paris 
(DHI) enabled her to pursue research in Paris for a project on Music in Motion: Dance 
Cultures of the 19th Century, from 2008 to 2012 subsidized by the DFG. From 2012–2015 
she worked in a project supported by the SNF, focussing on dance in 19th-century 
French operas. 

After her second monograph entitled Paris qui danse. Bewegungs- und Klangräume 
einer Großstadt der Moderne (Movement and Sound Spaces in a Modern City, 
published Würzburg 2018), for which she received a venia legendi for musicology and 
dance studies, she built up a new project on interrelations between music/sound and 
dance/movement in performances of the 20th/21st-century (again supported by the 
DFG). She taught as visiting and substitution professor at the Universities of 
Bayreuth, Bern (CH), Berlin, Flensburg and Heidelberg. Additionally she organised 
several conferences, published internationally (more than 50 contributions to books 
and journals) and gave talks on conferences in Europe as well as in the US and 
Canada. She is currently Co-Chair of the “Music and Dance Study Group” (MDSG) of 
the American Musicological Society (AMS). 
(st.schroedter@t-online.de) 
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KEYNOTE 2  

STEFAN DREES: EMBODIED EXPERIENCES: THOUGHTS ON THE INTERCONNECTION OF BODY, VOICE, 

AND THEATRICALITY  

Due to its close connection to the body, the use of the human voice generates a 
special kind of theatricality. In this context, the presentation deals with the question 
of how the embodied knowledge of existential situations is often used to produce a 
certain kind of expression. This will be discussed in more detail using examples from 
the music of Hans-Joachim Hespos, Rebecca Saunders, and Sarah Nemtsov. 

 

STEFAN DREES ist Musikwissenschaftler mit den Forschungsschwerpunkten 
Violinmusik, Musik des 20./21. Jahrhunderts, Musik und Medien und experimentelles 
Musiktheater. Er studierte Violine und Musikwissenschaft in Essen und Bochum. In 
den vergangenen Jahren hat er Lehrtätigkeiten in Münster, Marburg, Gießen, 
Heidelberg, Wien, Essen und Luzern übernommen. Zum Sommersemester 2016 
wurde er als Professor für Musikwissenschaft an die Hochschule für Musik „Hanns 
Eisler“ Berlin berufen.  
(stefan.drees@doz.hfm-berlin.de) 
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TALIEH ATTARZADEH: LEIDENDE KÖRPER, ERLEICHTERTE SEELEN. LAṬMIYEH, EIN GESANGSGENRE 

DER ARABISCHSPRACHIGEN FRAUEN SÜDIRANS  

Laṭmiyeh ist ein arabisches Wort, das Selbstschlagen bedeutet. Es ist eines der 
beliebtesten Vokalgenres unter vielen frommen iranisch-arabischen Frauen. Dieses 
Genre wird hauptsächlich in schiitisch-islamischen Trauerritualen für die Heiligen 
praktiziert. Abgesehen vom traurigen Inhalt der Gedichte hat laṭmiyeh eine 
energische und rhythmische Klangatmosphäre, die sogar freudigen Feiern aus der 
Region ähnelt, insbesondere weil sie dieselben musikalischen Komponenten 
verwenden. Kraftvolle Brust- und Schulterschläge in einer nicht instrumentalen 
Performance ersetzen die Verwendung von Schlaginstrumenten und stärken das 
rhythmische Ambiente von Songs, obwohl es sich um unangenehme und 
schmerzhafte Handlungen handelt.  

In dieser Präsentation werde ich die Gründe für die Teilnahme an solchen 
Aufführungen hinsichtlich der künstlerischen, geschlechtsspezifischen und sozialen 
Aspekte untersuchen. Ich werde die Frage beantworten, warum laṭmiyehs bei ihren 
Praktizierenden so beliebt sind, obwohl ihre Körper heftige Handschläge erdulden 
müssen.  

 

TALIEH ATTARZADEH begann ihre Ausbildung im Fach klassische Gitarre an der 
Universität für angewandte Wissenschaft und Technik in Teheran. Danach studierte 
sie Musikologie mit dem Schwerpunkt Ethnomusikologie an der Kunstuniversität 
Graz. Sie beschäftigte sich mit südiranischen islamischen Frauenritualen, worüber sie 
ihre Abschlussarbeiten schrieb. Während des Studiums setzte sich die 
Ethnomusikologin und Musikpädagogin sehr intensiv mit der Integrierung 
ethnomusikologischer Themen in den Fachbereich Musikpädagogik, besonders im 
Instrumentalunterricht Gitarre, ein. Ihre Forschungsinteressen umfassen u. a. die 
Musikkulturen Westasiens und Südostasiens sowie ethnomusikologischen Fragen 
mit Berücksichtigung von Religions- und Genderaspekten. 
(talieh.attarzadeh@gmail.com) 
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FLORIAN HENRI BESTHORN: VOM SCHEITERN DES MECHANISCHEN: DIE REHUMANISIERUNG IN 

JÖRG WIDMANNS MUSIK 

Der Komponist und Klarinettist Jörg Widmann (*1973) beschäftigt sich in seinen 

frühen Werken mit einer überdrehten Virtuosität, die den InterpretInnenkörper 

nicht nur an seine Grenzen führt, sondern auch bewusst darüber hinaus – denn ein 

Scheitern an den Ansprüchen der Partituren ist hierbei bewusst einkomponiert. Etwa 

beginnt das Trompetenkonzert ad absurdum im „Prestissimo sempre“, wird aber 

zusätzlich noch gesteigert, bis der Solist von einer mechanische Drehorgel abgelöst 

wird, die ihn scheinbar zu ersetzen vermag; am Ende geht jedoch beiden 

Instrumenten gemeinsam „die Luft aus“. Der Antagonismus künstlich vs. menschlich 

ist vielfach in Widmanns Werk anzufinden, wobei sich zunehmend die Mechanik als 

fehleranfällig erweist und sich auf der Bühne gegenüber den MusikerInnen nicht 

durchzusetzen vermag. Zugleich kann in der Oper Das Gesicht im Spiegel 

herausgearbeitet werden, wie der erste künstliche Mensch – der neuerschaffene 

Klon Justine – im Verlauf des Abends immer „natürlicher“ wird, wohingegen deren 

menschliche Schöpfer wie „künstliche“ Marionetten agieren. 

In meinem Vortrag möchte ich anhand der Werke Jörg Widmanns zeigen, wie diese 

zunächst den technischen Fortschritt thematisieren, indem der Komponist etwa 

Technomusik auf ein Streicherensemble überträgt (180 beats per minute) oder 

synthetische Klänge für Sänger schreibt (Signale), dies jedoch zunehmend kritisch 

hinterfragt und sich folglich auf eine Neubelichtung der traditionellen Klangcorpora 

konzentriert. 

 

FLORIAN HENRI BESTHORN wurde mit einer Studie zum musikalischen Körper im Werk 

Jörg Widmanns an der Universität Basel promoviert, daneben veröffentliche er u. a. 

zu Henze, Kagel, Schnebel, Sciarrino und Stravinskij sowie über die Figur des 

Dirigenten im 20. Jahrhundert. Er führt derzeit ein Forschungsprojekt zur Musik 

Roman Haubenstock-Ramatis am musikwissenschaftlichen Institut der Ludwig-

Maximilians-Universität in München durch.  

(f.besthorn@lmu.de) 
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RENATE BRÄUNINGER: ANNE TERESA DE KEERSMAEKER’S CHOREOGRAPHIES TO STEVE REICH’S 

MUSIC, THE RE-CREATION OF MUSICAL PRINCIPLES THROUGH DANCE 

The Belgian choreographer Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker has numerous times used 

the music by Steve Reich as a source for her choreographies. In her dance pieces she 

has transmitted the compositional principles of Reich’s music into movement. She is 

not simply visualising or translating different musical parameters into motion, rather 

she is re-creating compositional principals in a different medium.  

De Keersmaeker used less complex pieces by Reich at the beginning of her career, 

for example, in her choreography Fase, Four Movements to the Music of Steve Reich 

(1982), she uses the following compositions by Steve Reich: Piano Phase (1967), Come 

Out (1966), Violin Phase (1967), Clapping Music (1972). Later she creates more 

complex choreography like Drumming (1998) to Drumming (1970-1971) and Rain 

(2001) to Music for 18 Musician (1974-76). De Keersmaeker, like Reich is influenced by 

the radical transformations which took place in the arts in the 1960s. Traditional 

strategies of composition were questioned which resulted in new approaches such 

as, for example, minimalism.  Here the endless repetition of small cells and phrases 

creates an emotional potential through intensity, which replaces the representation 

through gesture and tone painting, but nevertheless affects us at the interface 

between the visual and the acoustic.   

The examples chosen shall demonstrate which physical equivalents for the 

compositional principles of the music are found by de Keersmaeker, how are 

principles like phase shifting, pattern layering, and accumulation re- created in 

movement and made visually transparent?  How close is the choreography to the 

music and when does the choreographer decide to allow smaller or larger 

discrepancies between music and movement?  How does the interdependence 

between music and movement influence the intensities emerging through 

repetition? 

 

RENATE BRÄUNINGER’S main research area is choreomusical relationships particularly 

with regards to the choreography of George Balanchine and Anne Teresa de 

Keersmaeker. In the context of her work she is touching also at questions of the 

archive, notation and approaches to interpretation and meaning gaining processes 

as well as practice as research. Her training is genuinely interdisciplinary, both as a 

musicologist and as a dance scholar. She studied dance and performance studies as 
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well as musicology at the Ludwigs Maximilians Universität Munich, the New York 

University, Dance Theatre Workshop, New York and Middlesex University London. 

She taught at numerous German and British Universities, lately at the University of 

Northampton and published in both her native language and English. 

(r_braeuninger@hotmail.com) 
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ATTILIO CANTORE: A PRODIGIOUS AND EXTREME VOCAL PROGRAM TO BE ENJOYED WITH THE 

EYES: CATHY BERBERIAN AT THE 30TH INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC 

Venice, 1967. The 30th International Festival of Contemporary Music seems to 

withdraw “into normality with a middling schedule”. Like a thunderclap the opening 

performance, Contaminazioni, has been cancelled. How can the festival be saved? 

This is the crux of the matter for the sulking and mumbling artistic director, Mario 

Labroca. At the nick of time, the “Berio and Berio, Ltd.” is involved at the Gran Teatro 

La Fenice, providentially, on September 11th. 

Cathy Berberian and Luciano Berio, both with an overwhelming talent, strike up “a 

prodigious and extreme vocal program to be enjoyed with the eyes” in pop-art style: 

a challenge for the music future. This “mirror of Cathy’s vocal art”, for quite 

explicable reasons, obtains an incredible, unbridled success: it consists of “musical 

flowers of exhilarating or mild scents”, ranging from Cage to Weill, from Pousseur 

and Stravinskij to The Beatles. 

Result of the research carried out at the Historical Archive of the Biennale in Venice, 

this report aims to highlight a relevant moment for contemporary music – through 

official documents, newspaper articles and private correspondences – following the 

birth of a memorable recital when Cathy triumphs in an unforgettable one woman 

show. 

 

ATTILIO CANTORE (*1992) studied with Prof. Cesare Fertonani and graduated cum laude 

in musicology at the University of Milan, where currently carry out a PhD in ‘Sciences 

of literary, artistic and environmental heritage’. He has a proven track record across 

several aspects: from the 18th century instrumental and operatic repertoire to the 

20th century music avant-garde. He took part in conferences (Italian Society of 

Musicology; Saggiatore musicale in Bologna; Italian Society for XVIII Century 

Studies), lectures (Conservatory “Santa Cecilia” in Rome), college (Biennale A.S.A.C. 

in Venice) and campus (Levi Foundation in Venice). He has also acquired skills in 

communication (internship at the Filarmonica della Scala and at the editorial staff of 

magazine Amadeus), militant criticism (collaboration with musical magazines) and 

management: executive producer of record projects: Porpora-Costanzi 6 Cello 

Sonatas (2016), Invisible. Porpora-Monn-Haydn Cello Concertos (2017) and 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco Piano Works (2017).  
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CÉCILE CHEVALIER: TECHNO-MUSES AND CORPOREALITY IN MUSICAL AND SOCIAL INSTRUMENTS  

In the last decade, in the arts, we have seen the resurgence of Mixed Reality 
technology and the creation of both ubiquitous and wearable interfaces that 
technologically enhance human perceptions towards new forms of cybernetic 
practices – new musical instruments – altering the ways in which audiences’ and or 
musicians’ play or perform, creating a need to re-think how technology transforms 
ways in which the body performs and the relations between the sensing-bodies and 
cultural-artificial expressions (Haraway 1984, Bassett 2014).  

In this paper, I locate the body within Merleau-Ponty’s theoretical concept of the 
‘flesh’ (1968) and as part of a live-system between physical and digital environments, 
whilst drawing from techno-culture to explore technological body augmentations 
and experience as performativity and performance (Butler 1993), as connectivity and 
connectiveness (van Dijck 2013) with the aim to rethink the techno-body in 
contemporary cybernetics practice, central to interactive and performative arts.  

 

CÉCILE CHEVALIER (FR, UK-based) works with interactive art installation, to explore 
forms of digital cultural transformation in relation to embodiment-technology, 
collective instruments and performance. Her background is in Fine Art, Crafts & 
Design and Media Studies, while her current artworks and investigations draw from 
interdisciplinary practices between conceptual and computational art and 
participatory/play theory. Critically, Cécile investigates how collective and cultural 
expressions have been and are being transformed through computational 
technology altering not only the ways in which cultural expressions are embodied 
and performed, but also they are thought about. Cécile lectures at the University of 
Sussex and is co-founder of the Feminist Approaches to Computational Technology 
Network (FACT///.)  
(C.Chevalier@sussex.ac.uk; http://www.cecilechevalier.net/ & FACT///.network) 
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MISTY CHOI: MY VOICE IS MY ABSENT BODY: “THEATER FOR THE EAR” IN BERIO’S UN RE IN 

ASCOLTO   

Berio’s music theater Un re in ascolto [A king listens] (1984) was adapted from the 
eponymous short story by Calvino and inspired by Barthes’s conception of listening. 
The work is framed in a dream of a theater manager, Prospero, who has a foreboding 
that the crew of his new work would initiate a revolution against him. His fear 
gradually directs the tragedy to occur and he dies finally in the rehearsal within the 
dream. I argue that despite the absence of a concrete body, the protagonist’s 
identity is formed by the sounds he hears when he is dreaming, together with the 
inner voice he listens to from his unconscious, especially his fear and desire. 

This work can be considered as a study of “theater for the ear” [teatro per gli 
orecchi] by exploring the possibilities of listening. I examine the work along with 
Barthes’s and Derrida’s theories regarding listening and the unconscious. Barthes 
suggests that listening is not only “I listen” [j’écoute] but also “listen to me” [écoute-
moi]—listen to my own body and my inner voice. To him, “listening like a 
psychoanalyst” is the modern way of listening particularly when it is related to 
power and desire. I argue that, by adopting a combinative process of theatrical 
materials, a message speaks to the protagonist’s unconscious to induce his fear and 
desire as a revelation. Such sentiments become a vicious cycle which affects the 
images in his dream. His leadership is finally usurped by the characters of his new 
theater. 

I further suggest that the protagonist’s monologue allows the forming of what 
Derrida called pure “auto-affection” through “hear-himself-speak.” Since his body is 
a collage of voices from others, as well as an internalization of others’ affection, his 
self-experience always includes the experience of alterity—a “hetero-affection” as 
Derrida suggests. 

 

MISTY CHOI is currently a PhD candidate at Duke University. Formally trained as a 
linguist, Choi is currently working on projects that explore the relation between the 
musical, the linguistic, and the literary. Her dissertation is to investigate the paths 
through which post-WWII Italian art music in the 1960s–1980s absorbed and 
contributed to the discourse of structuralism post-structuralism by building on 
linguistics, semiotics and literary theories, especially centers on music by Luciano 
Berio. 
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ANDRÉ DOEHRING, KAI GINKEL: VOLKSTÜMLICHER SCHLAGER UND KÖRPER(TEILE): ZUR ROLLE 

POPULÄRER MUSIK UND IHREM „BODILY ENGAGEMENT“ IN DER POLITISCHEN KOMMUNIKATION  

Der Vortrag stellt aktuelle Forschung aus dem internationalen Projekt „Popular 
Music and the Rise of Populism in Europe“ (Volkswagen Stiftung, 2019–2022) vor. In 
körpersoziologischen Perspektiven ist die Beziehung von Körper und Gesellschaft 
durch ein „wechselseitiges Durchdringungsverhältnis“ (Gugutzer 2006) 
gekennzeichnet. Wenn uns Musik „affiziert“, also emotional und körperlich bewegt, 
geht das demnach stets mit sozialen Implikationen einher – denn jede Relation 
zwischen Körper und Gesellschaft ist spezifisch und somit aussagekräftig über 
soziale Ordnungsbildungen in ihrem jeweiligen Kontext. 

Vor diesem theoretischen Hintergrund widmet sich unser Vortrag dem 
Volkstümlichen Schlager, der in Österreich ein elementarer Bestandteil politischer 
Kommunikation im populistischen Kontext ist. Das Genre zeichnet sich oftmals 
durch einen expliziten und direkten Körperbezug aus: So geben beispielsweise 
Aufforderungen wie „Hoch die Hände!“ bei Konzertansagen angemessene Modi der 
Körperbewegung vor. Diese korrespondieren wiederum mit einschlägigen Raum- 
und Körperordnungen (man sitzt auf Bierbänken, man schunkelt). Der Fokus auf 
bestimmte Körperteile (z. B. die bestenfalls durchtrainierten „Wadln“) streut 
Hinweise auf besonders symbolträchtige Formen von Lebensstil und Arbeit. Körper 
treten zudem als geschlechtlich segregiert in Erscheinung. Im Zentrum steht bei 
alledem zugleich die Musik, die durch ihre klangstrukturelle Beschaffenheit und 
deren Zusammenspiel mit den gesungenen Texten „Angebote“ (affordances) zu 
einem spezifischen „bodily engagement“ macht und somit die Teilnehmenden sozial 
einordnet. 

Solche Angebote in einer inhaltlichen Breite zu erschließen, ist Ziel unserer 
Zusammenführung soziologischer und musikwissenschaftlicher Methoden: So 
sollen Episoden aus unserer bisherigen Arbeit mit der ethnografischen 
Feldforschung sowie der Musicological Group Analysis (MGA) zeigen, wie der 
Gebrauch populärer Musik im populistischen Feld den Körper als Ressource und 
Projektionsfläche involviert – und wie dieses Verhältnis im vorliegenden Fall die 
politische Qualität von Performance und Rezeption erfolgreich (mit-)stiftet. 

 

ANDRÉ DOEHRING ist Professor für Jazz- und Popularmusikforschung am von ihm 
geleiteten Institut für Jazzforschung der Universität für Musik und darstellende 
Kunst Graz. Er ist Vorstand der International Society for Jazz Research (ISJ) und der 
Gesellschaft für Popularmusikforschung (GfPM), seine Arbeitsgebiete sind Analyse 
und Historiographien von populärer Musik und Jazz sowie Musik und Medien. In dem 
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Forschungsprojekt „Popular Music and the Rise of Populism in Europe“ (VW 
Stiftung) arbeitet er an der Erforschung populärer Musik in populistischen 
Strömungen in fünf europäischen Ländern. 
 
KAI GINKEL ist Mitarbeiter im Projekt „Popular Music and the Rise of Populism in 
Europe“ (VW Stiftung) am Institut für Jazzforschung der Universität für Musik und 
darstellende Kunst Graz. Er studierte Soziologie, Psychologie und 
Politikwissenschaft an der TU Darmstadt und promovierte in Eichstätt-Ingolstadt 
zum Thema „Noise – Klang zwischen Musik und Lärm“ (Transcript 2017). Seine 
Forschungsschwerpunkte sind Musik und Klang, soziologische Praxistheorien und 
qualitative Forschungsmethoden. 
(kai.ginkel@kug.ac.at) 
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GEOFFA FELLS: EMBODIED CONNECTIONS  

There is very little accurate representation of the impact of sexual violence on 

survivors’ lives. In this lecture recital, I will be presenting a new, multi-media chamber 

composition that aims to show this in a compassionate format. With survivors often 

feeling overwhelming amounts of guilt and shame, we need to research alternative 

ways of communicating their experiences of trauma. Following Clear Lines Festival’s 

panel events on the mis-representation of sexual assault in the media highlighting 

the abundant stereotyping and insensitive interviewing, I have been investigating 

the arts as a non-threatening way of achieving this. Art’s capacity to generate 

empathy is a significant thread in the music written for my practice based PhD. I will 

discuss insights gleaned from the different forms of composition, solo work, and 

anonymous contributions, to direct collaboration with THAT! vocal ensemble.  

Embodied Connections is being made using survivors’ self-reported emotions and 

interoceptive drawings of what their emotions feel like in their body. To translate 

these into sound, I will be collaborating with THAT! ensemble, a women’s vocal 

group who use the body and its movement to compose music for voice. Trauma does 

not just cause emotional distress, it leaves an imprint on the body as “the emotional 

brain manifests itself in physical reactions” (van der Kolk 2015) so we will work on 

connecting mind and body. Taking inspiration from the communicative capacity of 

“Knowledge is Beautiful” (McCandless 2014) and “The Grammar of Visual Design” 

(Kress, van Leeuwen 1996), I will use the intensity of survivors’ emotions to shape 

the animation, using their management techniques to inform the narrative. 

Survivors’ reports of feeling numb and disconnected, suddenly being triggered by 

movements, words and smells has led me to film through cut glass, bringing divides 

and unexpected material into the lens and the unfolding process.  

 

GEOFFA FELLS is a trumpeter, composer and visual artist undertaking a funded PhD at 

the Royal Conservatorium in Antwerp investigating how new music can be artistic 

activism (ARTIVISM) for the rights of women and girls and gender equality. Geoffa 

gained her Masters with Distinction from the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in 

London in 2017 with the Guildhall’s “Starred Award for Exceptional Performance” 

and continued to study at the school with the award of a fellowship. Geoffa has 

presented her multi-media compositions at Barbican’s OpenFest and 
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Tate Modern in London and recently had her fully functioning language and musical 

score “Tree Language” accepted into the CoMA online music library. 

(geoffa.fells@ap.be)  
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ANDREA GIOMI: CHOREOGRAPHING THE SONOROUS BODY. A TAXONOMY OF GESTURE-SOUND 

IDIOMS IN DIGITAL DANCE HISTORY  

With the advent of motion sensing technologies, the relation between music and 

corporeality has dramatically changed over the past three decades. The interaction 

between movement and sound, provided by digital interfaces (Davidson 2016), 

became particularly relevant in the field of contemporary dance by innovating both 

choreographic composition and performative dispositives. In this context, an 

increase in attention to the acoustic dimension has emerged over the years, allowing 

dancers, choreographers and media artists to reflect on the sonorous dimension of 

the body (Santana 2014; Pitozzi 2016; Choinière 2018). To date, however, musical 

gesture has been rarely studied as an idiomatic feature in the field of dance 

technology. The great majority of papers addressing music-dance interactive 

systems (Bevilacqua 2011) generally provide formal and technical implementations 

of a specific technology with little concern for comprehensive classifications of 

gesture-sound aesthetic paradigms. 

Existing taxonomies mostly stem from either music performance analysis (Jensenius 

2010) or music technology related fields, e.g. sensors classification (Meideiros 2014), 

new gestural interfaces description (Tanaka 2009) and or mapping strategies design 

(Hunt 2003). 

By adopting a historical perspective, this paper proposes a comprehensive review 

and classification of gesture-sound interactions in digital dance performances by 

providing a taxonomy of relevant interactive paradigms. Interactive paradigms are 

described in terms of gesture and sound “coarticulation” (Gødoy 2009, 2013), that 

means considering both elements as parts of a whole action-perception coupling 

system. Methodologically speaking, classification criteria here will be defined by 

comparing related surveys issued from different disciplines such as human-

computer interaction, biomechanics, music technology, and movement sonification. 

Our analysis aims to shed light on the existence of an idiomatic sonic-gestural 

repertoire informed by both technological and artistic practices thereby providing a 

cross-disciplinary tool of inquiry for aesthetic, historical and practice-based research 

on dance and sound. 

 

ANDREA GIOMI is a sound artist, performer and scholar. He holds a Ph.D. degree in 

Music Technology and a MA degree in Philosophy. He is currently postdoctoral 
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research fellow at the Performance Laboratory (University of Grenoble-Alpes) 

where he is carrying out an extensive research on movement sonification (Gestures 

& Frequencies project). His research focuses on embodied music cognition, human-

computer interaction, movement sonification, digital arts, dance technology, 

aesthetics, phenomenology and theory of perception. He is involved in artistic 

performance and electronic music production. His music, ranging from techno to 

experimental music, has been released on different independent labels like RXSTNZ 

and Obs/Audior. As artist and performer, he is interested in the emergent relations 

between bodies, sound and technological environments. He presented his works at 

several international festivals and venues among which: Berghain/Säule (Berlin), 

Inner Spaces (Milan), Festival Manca (Nice), LPM (Rome), MiRA Festival (Barcelona), 

Biennale de Design (Saint-Étienne).  
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WINNIE HUANG: SONIC SILHOUETTES, MUSICAL MOVEMENT: THE MUSICAL-GESTURAL 

PERFORMER  

In the contemporary performing art world, there is an influx of musical-gestural 

pieces being composed and performed. Musical-gestural pieces feature prominently 

physical elements, explicitly notated, mainly by composers for visual aesthetics. 

Intentionally set to traditional systems of music composition, these pieces are 

usually performed by highly trained musicians open to interdisciplinary performance, 

due to the complexities in notation and the multifaceted skillset required. The genre 

thoroughly explores the states of the active and passive body, with attention to 

aesthetics in multi-sensorial communications and expressions. For performer and 

audience member, musical-gestural works are works that encapsulate these 

elements of human interests. 

For the musical-gestural performer, the body is the main medium, both for sound 

creation and as a performative resource. The musical-gestural performer must be 

critically responsible and be reflective and curious towards their own capabilities, 

deeply understanding their own limitations while exploring their vulnerabilities. The 

artist is curious and continually working, exploring, investigating, and reflecting 

towards their work, body, and identity. The work is to create art both for the 

personal goal if questioning, searching and answering, and the other as part of a 

member of society though the ongoing dialogue, education, transmission, and 

exchange. Through two case studies, I will demonstrate how musical-gestural pieces 

require the performer and audience to position the body, body language and visual 

communication at the same level of expression as the music in which the 

instrumentalists were trained. 

The creative process is a lifelong process which is complex and not linear. It requires 

a form of risk by interpreter to go outside of their “comfort zones” and explore 

different territories, through inter-, multi- and transdisciplinary methods and 

processes. In investigating the process undertaken by the interpreter, we are able to 

better understand the convergences that occur for the artist behind each creative 

act. It also means that composers' expectations of their musicians are changing, 

forcing instrumentalists to explore these gestural and extra-musical techniques. 

At the conference “Body and Corporeality in 20th and 21st Century Music”, my paper 

will present the process and role of the performing musical-gestural artistic 

researcher. I will identify the multifaced aspects of my field of study considering the 

expression and possibilities of movement of the human body as a substantial 
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component (through some video and quick live demonstrations of projects/case 

studies), highlight the compositional and performative issues that arise when 

collaborating with other artists, and demonstrate how through constructing 

meaning during the performative process, I am able to find my version of the current 

truth in each performance. Case studies presented will include the soloist part in 

Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Inori (1973), and the creative collaboration with Australian 

composer Charlie Sdraulig’s Tend (2019) – for solo gestural performer and one 

audient. 

 

WINNIE HUANG is a Chinese-Australian violinist, violist and gestural performance artist 

currently based between Belgium and France. An active performer of new music, 

Winnie is a founding member and solo violinist of Paris based new music ensemble 

soundinitiative, part of the collective lovemusic, and co-founder and member of 

performative duo LookOut. She continually works with young and established 

composers and regularly performs with international ensembles. Winnie frequently 

performs at international festivals such as Ars Musica, Musikfest Berlin, Manifeste, 

Klang Festival, Festival Royaumont, Bludenzer Tage zeitgemäßer Musik, Lucerne 

Festival, Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik in Darmstadt, Ruhrtriennale, 

BIFEM, Brisbane Festival, among others. Career highlights have included solo 

performances at the Berlin Philharmonie (DE), KKL Lucerne (CH) and this year, a solo 

performance at the Elbphilharmonie (DE), among many international ensemble 

tours. An engaging teacher, Winnie has consistently taught, workshopped and 

guest-lectured in Australia, France and Belgium. Winnie’s strong interest in the 

performance of musical-gestural pieces is explored frequently through collaborating 

with composers, developing highly gestural contemporary works, while 

academically, Winnie continues research in the field of musical-gestures and physical 

performance awareness through her post-graduate studies.  
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CHRISTOPHER KLAUKE: VOLKSKÖRPER-WERDEN. KÖRPERPOLITISCHE DIMENSIONEN DER 

GESANGLICH ARTIKULIERTEN GEMEINSCHAFTSSTIMME IM NATIONALSOZIALISMUS 

Die Stimme ist nicht nur körperlich hervorgebracht, sie bezeugt und verweist 

indexikal auf diesen. Ferner vermag eine musikalisch organisierte Vokalpraxis 

Einzelstimmen zu einer Gemeinschaftsstimme synchronisiert zu bündeln und 

darüber einen klanglichen Gemeinschaftskörper zu gestalten. Der deutsche 

Nationalsozialismus stellt einen kulturhistorisch spezifischen Fall dar, in dem über 

eine grundsätzliche „Ästhetisierung des Politischen“ (Benjamin) körperpolitische 

Erfahrungsräume eröffnet werden: er verschafft sich über ein Ensemble an 

Techniken Zugang zu Körpern, vermag diese mithin zu disziplinieren und zu 

ideologisch konnotierten Körperphantasmen zu formen. Dabei nimmt das Konzept 

des Volkskörpers eine zentrale Stellung ein, welches vor allem durch die Affektpraxis 

des Gemeinschaftssingens — so der Vorschlag dieser Einreichung — artikuliert wie 

auch reguliert wird. 

Historisch zugänglich wird die körperpolitische Praxis des Gemeinsam-die-Stimme-

Erhebens zum einen durch den Diskurs der Stimmwissenschaft und -pädagogik im 

Nationalsozialismus, zum anderen durch Dokumentationen des inszenierten 

Gemeinschaftssingens auf Festakten. In der Gemeinschaftsstimme, welche durch die 

Praxis des Gemeinschaftssingens artikuliert wird, vollzieht sich für die singenden 

Subjekte ein leiblich erfahrbares Volkskörper-Werden. Wodurch zeichnet sich dieser 

genuin klangliche Kompositkörper aus? Durch welche Maßnahmen wird er reguliert? 

Welches Körperphantasma verwirklicht sich hier? 

Einer Diskursanalyse der Stimmpädagogik ist zu entnehmen, dass epistemologisch 

ein biologistisches Stimmideal zum Tragen kommt, welches eine radikal 

körperbezogene Gesangsschulung fordert. Rassenhygienische Überzeugungen 

sowie genderspezifische Disziplinartechniken, die sich an heranwachsende Körper 

richten, finden so Eingang in musikalische Gesangspraxen. Die Gestaltung der 1. Mai-

Feier 1933 auf dem Tempelhofer Feld in Berlin offenbart exemplarisch, wie beim 

Gemeinschaftssingen auf Massen-Festakten ein Volkskörper klanglich-performativ 

evoziert wird. 1,5 Millionen Einzelstimmen stimmen hier in der Nacht in das 

Deutschlandlied ein, verweben sich damit zu einer gesanglich artikulierten 

Gemeinschaftsstimme, die das Phantasma eines Volkskörpers hörbar anwesend 

macht. Das zentrale Körperbild des Nationalsozialismus kommt somit 

vokalmusikalisch Gestaltet zum Tragen und wird leiblich erlebbar. 
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CHRISTOPHER KLAUKE (*1992) studiert Musikwissenschaft im Master an der Humboldt- 

Universität zu Berlin mit den Schwerpunkten Historische 

Anthropologie/Transkulturelle Musikwissenschaft und Popularmusikwissenschaft, 

im Bachelor studierte er Musikwissenschaft und Kunstgeschichte an der Justus-

Liebig-Universität Gießen. Zu seinen Interessen zählen medienwissenschaftlich 

informierte Zugänge zu (Pop-)Musik, Geschichte des Hörens sowie 

epistemologische Dimensionen von Musik und ihren Wissenschaften. Daneben ist er 

seit 2013 im Feld der klangbezogenen artistic research aktiv.  
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TOBIAS KNICKMANN: AUF HERZ UND LUNGE PRÜFEN – DER ATEM DES ORCHESTERS IN CHAYA 

CZERNOWINS ONCE I BLINKED NOTHING WAS THE SAME  

Ein Orchester als menschlichen Körper aus Fleisch und Blut mit Haut und Haaren zu 

begreifen, erscheint auf den ersten Blick als absurdes Kopfkino. Bei genauerer 

Betrachtung hingegen relativiert sich dieser Eindruck, wie bereits die prominente 

Analogie des Klangkörpers zu verdeutlichen imstande ist: Sie suggeriert eine 

unmittelbare Verbindung zwischen einem Orchester als klingendes Organ und dem 

menschlichen Körper.  

Diese Verbindung aufgreifend, zeichnet der Vortrag die kompositorische Vorstellung 

eines Orchesters als einen Klangkörper nach, konkret: eines Orchesters als Lunge. 

Der Fokus liegt dabei auf der Orchesterminiatur Once I Blinked Nothing Was the Same 

(2015) der israelisch-amerikanischen Komponistin Chaya Czernowin. Im Vorwort zur 

Partitur formuliert sie die körperliche Wirkung ihrer Musik als folgendes 

Gedankenexperiment: „Can you imagine making your ear into a huge microphone 

listening to an amalgam of noises like the noises inside one’s body“. Neben Knacken, 

Knistern und weiteren körperimmanenten Geräuschassoziationen verdeutlicht ein 

Blick in die Noten vor allem eine intensive musikalische Auseinandersetzung mit dem 

orchestralen Atem. Gegen Ende des dreiminütigen Stückes beginnen alle 

Musizierenden mittels ihrer Instrumente simultan ein- und auszuatmen, worauf auch 

dem Publikum signalisiert wird, einzusteigen. Der gesamte Konzertsaal verwandelt 

sich so in eine große, sich kontinuierlich an- und entspannende Lunge, die anders als 

etwa in Heinz Holligers Pneuma (1970) nicht kollabiert, sondern zu vitalisieren 

scheint. Der Atem und dessen existentielle Bedeutung für das menschliche Dasein 

werden so unmittelbar körperlich erfahrbar gemacht. Welche Rollen kommen in 

diesem Prozess den einzelnen Musizierenden und deren Instrumenten zu und 

inwiefern wird dadurch das Ideal eines homogenen, als Einheit agierenden 

Klangkörpers befördert oder in Frage gestellt? 

 

TOBIAS KNICKMANN (*1988) studierte in den USA und an der Universität Hamburg, wo 

er mit der Arbeit Sondergenehmigungen der Reichskulturkammer für Musiker in Berlin 

1935‒ 1945 als Master of Arts in Historischer Musikwissenschaft abschloss. Darauf 

war er Stipendiat des Graduiertenkollegs Vergegenwärtigungen: Repräsentationen 
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der Shoah in komparatistischer Perspektive. Seit 2016 ist er als wissenschaftlicher 

Mitarbeiter am Institut für Historische Musikwissenschaft der Universität Hamburg 

tätig und promoviert über Körperlichkeit in Kompositionen Chaya Czernowins. Seine 

Veröffentlichungen umfassen Aufsätze über Kompositionen Luigi Nonos und Stefan 

Heuckes sowie zahlreiche Beiträge für das Lexikon verfolgter Musiker und 

Musikerinnen der NS-Zeit. 

(tobias.knickmann@uni-hamburg.de)   
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CATHERINE LAWS: BEING A PLAYER: EMBODIED AGENCY IN PLAYER PIANO 

This presentation explores the nature and extent of embodied performer agency, 
particularly as manifested through the interaction of body and instrument in the 
space of performance. The artistic research project discussed, Player Piano, used the 
process of developing a new, collaboratively devised performance as a lens through 
which to scrutinise these matters. The process involved examining, in a playful and 
creative way, the instrumentalist’s body as more than a vehicle for realising pre-
formed, explicitly cognitised intentions; it exposed its significant agency, modified 
through years of practice and disciplined in relation to instruments, by the nature of 
a training, by other (non-musical) embodied experience, by social and cultural 
experience, by the specific demands of repertoire, and by the need to negotiate 
improvisational moments. 

The discussion draws upon Helena De Preester’s work on the “layered” body in 
performance (2007), De Preester with Tsakiris on forms of bodily extension versus 
incorporation (2009), Erika Fischer-Lichte’s notion of radical presence (2012), and the 
insights and limits of recent empirical studies of musical gesture. This feeds a 
consideration of how Player Piano exposes the multiplicity of the body in piano 
performance: the social body, the body as explicitly remediated, the situational and 
contextual body, and the dynamic between body image and body schema. Video 
examples are drawn from the piece “Touch and Go”, developed collaboratively with 
composer Roger Marsh for Player Piano. Here, through the process of practice, I 
generated an additional, semi-choreographed, semi-improvised layer of gestural 
enaction which foregrounds the kinds of bodily engagement already in process in 
playing the piece. The presentation examines how the everyday practice of the piano 
performer was directed so as to produce both new self-awareness of the body at the 
instrument and also new ways to creatively engage with that awareness, as material 
for performance. 

 

CATHERINE LAWS is Reader in Music at the University of York, UK, and a Senior Artistic 
Research Fellow at the Orpheus Institute, Ghent. As a pianist Catherine specializes in 
contemporary music, working collaboratively with composers and often drawing 
other artists, especially theatre and filmmakers, into her projects. Her current artistic 
research focuses on processes of embodiment, subjectivity, and collaboration in 
contemporary performance. She leads the research cluster “Performance, 
Subjectivity, and Experimentation” at the Orpheus Institute, with her outputs 
including the large-scale, multimedia performance piece Player Piano, the volume 
Voices, Bodies, Practices (Leuven University Press, 2019), and the forthcoming edited 
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collection Performance, Subjectivity, and Experimentation (2020). Recent recordings 
include music by Annea Lockwood, Morton Feldman, and Martin Iddon, plus a series 
of “piano films”: filmic versions of theatrical pieces for piano developed in 
collaboration with film maker Minyung Im and composers, including Juliana 
Hodkinson, Edward Jessen, Roger Marsh, and Paul Whitty. 
(catherine.laws@york.ac.uk) 
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ERIN MCHUGH: ELEKTRA’S VOICE: PSYCHOANALYSIS, GENDER AND SINGING IN THE FIN-DE-SIÈCLE  

The title role in Richard Strauss’s Elektra is considered to be the most challenging in 
the soprano repertoire. Not only does the voice need to carry over a dense, brass-
heavy orchestra, the score also features vocal lines which are highly angular and 
frequently require the singer to navigate leaps into vastly different registers. The 
Austrian Wagnerian Soprano Gertrude Grob-Prandl (1917–1995) once stated that she 
felt singers ought to avoid adding the role to their repertory until they had reached 
vocal maturity, even going as far as to attribute the performance of the role to her 
colleagues’ vocal decline.  

Indeed, singing the title role of Elektra pushes singers to their physical limits, a 
parallel to how the events in the opera push the character to her psychological limits. 
The compositional choices in Elektra, namely the vocal music which utilizes 
contrasting registers of the female voice, becomes paramount among Strauss’s 
expressive tools. Strauss notates these vocal extremes in his score, and yet scholarly 
discourse glazes over a consideration of Elektra’s vocality from a technical 
standpoint. Because Elektra was written and performed during the fin-de-siècle, the 
title role occupies a crucial transitional point between Romantic and Modern vocal 
writing, when, in contrast to the practices of the Bel Canto era, the singer is required 
to demonstrate ever-greater fidelity to the notated score. Therefore, the voice is 
largely manipulated by another (the composer) to perform sounds that construct a 
character’s identity and gender. Because of this, it can be said that an opera singer 
uses her voice to perform various constructions of women as noted and directed by 
men.  

Building on a wide range of analytical and critical discourses ranging from gender 
theory to vocal technique, this paper will explore how a soprano navigates Elektra’s 
extreme vocality, the performance of which will demand that she push her voice and 
body to her physical and expressive limits. My research analyses vocal gestures from 
a technical standpoint and explores constructions of women in the fin-de-siècle. In 
so doing, I show how operatic singing, an inherently bodily act, does indeed- to 
borrow musicologist and trained singer Suzanne Cusick’s words- perform “the 
relationship between the body's interior and exterior world”.  

 

ERIN MCHUGH is a musicologist and arts administration professional living in Chicago, 
USA. She received her PhD from the Royal College of Music in 2018 and was 
supported by a Douglas Hay Award and a Lucy Ann Jones Award. A trained opera 
singer herself, Erin's research interests span in the fields of gender, 
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performance studies, vocal pedagogy, and aesthetics. Her doctoral thesis, The 
Vocality of the Dramatic Soprano Voice in Richard Strauss’s Salome and Elektra 
explores gender, philosophy, and vocal production in the early operas of Richard 
Strauss.  
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MATTIA MERLINI, STEFANO MARIA NICOLETTI: A DIGITAL TOUCH: THE “BODY ISSUE” IN 

COMPUTATIONAL CREATIVITY   

Could machines ever take our place in the creation of art, and particularly music? The 
outstanding results of some well-known AIs (e.g. EMI, Flow Machines) might make 
us think that this is the case. Despite these evidences, however, it seems that 
machines present some intrinsic limits both in creative and non-creative contexts 
(already highlighted by John Searle and the debate around mechanism). The 
arguments of our presentation are centred around this very belief: we are convinced 
that the utopian claims regarding all-round machine intelligence are not plausible 
and that our attention should be directed towards more relevant issues in the field 
of computational creativity. In particular, we will focus our attention on what we call 
the “body issue”, i.e. the role of the body in the experience and creation of music, 
that we consider being very problematic for the idea of a truly creative machine 
(even if we take into consideration weaker renditions of artificial intelligence). Our 
argumentation will be based on contemporary findings in neuroscience, especially 
on embodied cognition, and also on the theories of Maurice Merleau-Ponty and 
Roland Barthes. Other issues will be briefly mentioned as well, in order to address 
further research. 

 

MATTIA MERLINI holds an M.A. in Musicology and a B.A. in Philosophy at the University 
of Milan, where he recently graduated with a thesis (currently being evaluated for 
publication by an Italian major publisher) under the supervision of Maurizio Corbella 
and Emilio Sala. This spring he presents papers at the IASPM Benelux International 
Conference 2020, at the IASPM Norden Conference 2020 and at The 4th Biennial 
International Conference of the Progect Network for the Study of Progressive Rock, 
and he also just took part in the BFE/RMA Research Students’ Conference 2020 and 
in the ICTM/SMI Postgraduate Conference. He writes for the cultural website 
Sophron.it and works as a speaker for its outreach activities on philosophy and art. 
As a musician, he works on solo music and music for films.  
 
STEFANO MARIA NICOLETTI holds an M.A. in Philosophy of Information at the University 
of Urbino, with a thesis in Logic and Computer Science under the supervision of Prof. 
Pierluigi Graziani and Prof. Alessandro Aldini. He got his B.A. in Philosophy at the 
University of Milan (2017) with a thesis in Privacy Ethics under the supervision of prof. 
Marcello D’Agostino. He is also a fellow of CEST | the Center for Excellence and 
Transdisciplinary Studies, an association promoting academic research made by 
young scholars. As a member of CEST, he is currently part of several organizing 
committees for national and international workshops and for junior research 
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seminars. Recently, his first paper was published, and he presented his first academic 
talk at the University of Tübingen. He writes for the cultural website Sophron.it and 
work as a speaker for its outreach activities on philosophy and art.  
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WERONIKA NOWAK: CORPOREAL STRATEGIES IN LUCIANO BERIO’S MUSIC THEATRE  

Corporeality is one of the most interesting and important aspect of Luciano Berio's 
music theatre. This is indicated by the very features of the works, which are revealed 
at the level of score and staging concept, as well as at the level of performance and 
are associated with the composer's cooperation with specific performers. Berio’s 
interest in corporality is also testified by numerous statements, as well as the vocal 
gesture concept created by the composer. The corporeal aspect of Berio’s works, 
related to the constant negotiation of the boundary between the phenomenal and 
semiotic body, between the performer's body and the character, is influenced by 
such properties as, among others, stage movement, gestures, facial expressions, 
costume and characterization, as well as specific properties of the voice of a given 
performer and the vocal technique provided for in the score. During the 
performance, the body can be created incidentally and unconsciously, as well as 
intentionally and consciously, which involves the use of specific creative strategies.  

The aim of my paper is to analyze the manifestations of the corporeal strategies, 
with which the body of the performer-character in Berio's music theatre is created, 
with particular emphasis on Berio’s last two stage works: Outis (1995–1996) and 
Cronaca del Luogo (1999). I intend to refer to the strategies distinguished by Erika 
Fischer-Lichte in Ästhetik des Performativen, including the strategy of showing the 
performer and his body as vulnerable, fragile and unreliable, and to cross-casting 
strategies, and I will also point to other strategies, including: ostentation, cataloging, 
fragmentation, transformation and imitation.  

 

WERONIKA NOWAK is an assistant professor at the Institute of Musicology at the Adam 
Mickiewicz University (Poznań, Poland). In 2019, she received a Ph.D. with distinction 
in the discipline of art sciences, (title of dissertation: “Outis” and “Cronaca del Luogo” 
by Luciano Berio in the perspective of the category of performative and heterotopic 
space). She graduated with distinction in music theory at the Ignacy Jan Paderewski 
Academy of Music (2013) and musicology at the Adam Mickiewicz University (2014). 
Her research interests focus on the history and analysis of 20th-century music, 
including music theatre, the issue of the relationship between music and words and 
theater, and performativity in music.  
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BOJANA RADOVANOVIć: VOICE AND BODY IN EXTREME METAL MUSIC  

Metal subgenres such as, for example, death metal, black metal, doom metal, which 
are considered as constituents of the “meta-genre” of extreme metal, have built up 
a very specific sound and imagery during the last several decades. As Keith Kahn-
Harris noticed, this cluster of sub-genres gathers musical acts of different historical 
backgrounds and ideologies, which show the highest level of diversity, artistic 
vibrancy and dynamics, while at the same time being the most problematic area of 
metal culture in general. The supposed aggression, radicalism, and exclusivity in 
sound stem not only from the fast, virtuoso, and technically demanding playing of 
the instruments, but also from the very peculiar vocal emissions. This monstrous 
voice, which is the result of the extended vocal techniques (primarily screams, 
growls, squeals), is the point of intersection for several issues concerning voice, 
body, and technology.  

In this presentation, I will give insight into the key points regarding these questions, 
while also delving into the issue of gender. For, although metal culture has 
historically been considered to be male-oriented—and especially so in the extreme 
metal—the noticeable trend of the growing number of female musicians and 
vocalists in this scene encourages us to further explore who can stand behind the 
monstrous voice.  

 

BOJANA RADOVANOVIć (*1991), is Research Assistant at the Institute of Musicology 
SASA and PhD student of musicology at Faculty of Music in Belgrade, with master 
degrees in musicology and theory of art and media. Her research interests include 
contemporary history and theory of music and art, voice theory, art and politics, 
media studies, metal studies. She publishes articles and studies in collections, 
magazines, and participates in national and international conferences, tribunes, and 
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PEI ANN YEOH, AMANDUS PAUL PANAN : BRIDGING IMPAIRMENT AND DISABILITY WITH MUSIC 

AND DANCE 

Music and dance are two interdependent artistic forms that are tied to the 
experience of a moving-thinking body. This paper seeks to examine the extent of 
interdisciplinary conditions between music and dance in the context of disability. 
Furthermore, it seeks to advance understanding between concepts of impairment 
and disability by exploring collaborative practice between an able-bodied musician 
and a physically impaired dancer. The research asks: In what setting can creative 
expression translate disability to transcend the corporeality of performance? 

Texts by Mairian Corker (1999), Carol Thomas (1999), and Jenny Morris (1981) have 
argued for the distinction between impairment and disability; whereby impairment 
refers to the corporeal entity and disability refers to a larger cultural understanding 
of disability experience. The body is both a corporeal object and a metaphor for a set 
of experiences revolving around cultural response to that impairment (Cheu, 2005: 
135–136). Part of the issue, thus, is the normative gaze of the able-bodied spectator 
being projected onto the performance, problematizing the tension between 
disability as impairment versus disability as cultural representation. 

I take the discussion further by proposing that impairment and disability meet in 
collaborative performance to confront the depth of “able-ness” in our perception. 
The performance becomes a site of transcending disability, whereby the disabled 
body becomes a performance signifier, essentializing the performance, to be 
reconstructed as whole and normal. The second objective is to bridge the gap 
between impairment and disability by locating the disability paradox in the able-
bodied performer. Even a fully-trained professional will encounter moments of 
inability in performance, highlighting that the experiences of the body – able or 
impaired, is part of the larger collective that forms one’s identity. 

 

PEI ANN YEOH is a violinist from Malaysia. She has performed in Kuala Lumpur, 
London, Warsaw, Melbourne, Berlin, working with ensembles such as London 
Improviser’s Orchestra and Australian Art Orchestra. A graduate of King’s College 
London, she submitted her doctorate thesis titled Jazz Violin: Myths, Identities and 
The Creative Process in 2019. (peiannyeoh@gmail.com; yeohpei@uitm.edu.my) 
 
AMANDUS PAUL PANAN is the Artistic Director of ‘Anak Seni Asia’ and a choreographer 
with experience in film and theatre productions. He is a member of International 
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(MIDO). 
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